
DTU CEE Summer School 2018
.

Welcome!

Pierre Pinson et al.

Technical University of Denmark
DTU Electrical Engineering - Centre for Electric Power and Energy

mail: ppin@dtu.dk - webpage: www.pierrepinson.com

(with ackn. to all funding sources, data providers, collaborators and students, for material and ideas)
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In Denmark we say “tak for det!”

3 sponsors:

(Centre for IT-
Intelligent Energy
Systems, DTU)
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Outline

Who are we? ... and what we do

Some interesting problems we focus on, e.g.

Renewable energy analytics: forecasting and offering
Towards fully contrallable power systems
Demand response & energy system integration
Give us more data!
Consumer-centric electricity markets

Outlook

... you may find a number of short videos (5-7mins) describing our works on the DTU CEE Youtube Channel
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCi7eaoO8XgoFAUGrS3L1SA


1 Who are we?... and what we do
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Electric Power and Energy at DTU

DTU ranked world 7th in Energy Science and Engineering (ARWU), broadly
encompassing all energy-related activities at DTU, and seen as a premier institution in
Europe in “smart energy” R&D
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Center for Electric Power and Energy (CEE, at DTU)

Established 15 August 2012 as a merger of existing units (Lyngby + Risø)

One of the strongest university centers in Europe with approx. 100 employees
A single, clear interface for our external collaboration partners
Provides cutting-edge research, education and innovation in the field of electric power
and energy to meet the future needs of society regarding a reliable, cost efficient and
environmentally friendly energy system

Bachelor and Master programs: Sustainable Energy Design, Electrical Engineering,
Wind Energy, Sustainable Energy

Main competences:

Components
Power systems
Distributed energy resources
Market modeling,
forecasting and optimization

Center agreement (i.e., direct support): Energinet.dk, Siemens, DONG Energy,
Danfoss
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Research themes in line with today’s needs
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Who are we? - The Energy Analytics & Markets group

One of the 5 groups of the Center for Electric Power and Energy,
Dpt. of Electrical Engineering

Resources: (11 nationalities)

Faculty: 3

Junior: 2 post-doc fellows, 10 Ph.D. students
(+2-3 others not at DTU Elektro), 2-3
research assistants

+ student helpers, and Ph.D. guests from,
e.g., China, Brazil, US, Spain, France, Italy,
The Netherlands, Germany, Iran, etc.

Projects (active in 2016):

EU: BestPaths, SCA
Danish: MULTI-DC, The Energy Collective,
EcoGrid 2.0, CITIES, EnergyLab Nordhavn,
CORE

Education: Various courses on analytics,
optimization, forecasting, renewables and
electricity markets

(hopefully) recognized leading expertise in
Energy Analytics & Markets 8 / 34



What we really do...

Smart Energy Systems

Data-driven
analytics

Forecasting
Data-driven
optimization

Data
exchange
models

Energy markets

Mechanism
design

Uncertainty,
variability

& flexibility

Offering
& tradingConsumers at

the centre!

Systems

Stochastic &
distributed

optimization

Game-
theoretical

aspects

Behavioural
economics

Power flow
analytics

Data-driven
aspects

Convex
relaxations

HVDC
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Overview paper on forecasting

Statistical Science
Special issue on “Mathematics of
Planet Earth”

Published in Dec. 2013
(open access!)
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Book on renewables in electricity markets

Available from Dec. 2013
(sorry, not open access!) >20.000 e-copies
to date...!

Topics:

Renewable energy modeling and forecasting

Day-ahead market-clearing with significant share
of renewables

Balancing markets

Managing uncertainty (rewarding flexibility)

Impact of renewables on market quantities

Trading stochastic power generation

Virtual power plants (meaningful association and
operation)

Demand-side aspects
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Book on investment

Available from 2016
(sorry, not open access!) >5.000 e-copies
to date...!

Topics:

Generation expansion planning

Transmission expansion planning

Equilibria

Real options approaches

Decision-making under uncertainty
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2 Some interesting problems towards an healthy integration of renewables
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Renewable energy analytics as a breakthrough

The MIT Technology Review:

founded at MIT in 1899
daily review/analysis of technological innovation worldwide
impact: 580.000 members and 2.400.000 website visitors per month!

The 10 breakthrough technologies
2014:

genome editing
microscale 3D printing
neuromorphic chips
brain mapping
etc.

renewable energy analytics,
especially short-term forecasting
(0-72h) and its dynamic uncertainty

[See link:

MIT Technology Review - Smart Wind and Solar Power]
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http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/526541/smart-wind-and-solar-power/


Analytics in a probabilistic framework

Modelling, forecasting, and
decision-making ought to be done
in a probabilistic framework

We are recognized for leading
contributions in that field, e.g.,

1 Innovative probabilistic
forecasting products

2 Reference frameworks to
benchmark and evaluate
forecasts

3 Most cited work on wind energy
in electricity markets

4 First weather radar offshore for
analytics at large offshore wind
farms

Density forecasts: (ex: wind farm in Denmark)

Space-time scenarios: (ex: 5 areas in Denmark)
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Optimal offering (as a price-maker)

directly through population effects

Price-maker effect may be on:
day-ahead price
systems state (i.e., need for up- or down-regulation)
unit regulation costs

Possible extensions for, e.g., wind-storage systems (optimizing both offering and
control policies)
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Wind power offering system services

In a market environment, wind power producers may offer services under alternative
strategies

The unfortunate paradox: under current market design (even with natural
improvements), it is most likely that optimal strategies would be simply not
offer/provide any service at all!

How could this be changed?
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Reveal the true cost of uncertainty: new market design(s)

The narrative fallacy: Do we really believe we can offer renewables deterministically
with lead times of 12-36 hours ahead?

Why not adapting market designs to reveal and accommodate the true cost of
renewables’ uncertainty?
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Can the power system be fully controllable?
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Demand response in EcoGrid EU

Key aspects:

Nearly 1900
households/commercial/industry
installations participating

Design and evaluation of a
complete market concept

Commitment from academia and
relevant industry partners, e.g.,
Energinet, Østkraft, IBM,
Siemens, etc.

A lot of sweat and stress...
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Demand-response: the elastic demand background

The market itself:

An additional market aiming to
mobilize demand-side flexibility
(near) real-time

Demand is then enabled as a
service provider, e.g., for balancing
or congestion management

Demand is part of a pool among
other potential service providers

Important considerations on the demand side:

The approach should scale nicely, and directly reward demand for its flexibility

However, such an approach relies on the conditional dynamic elasticity of electricity consumers

Forecasting it is key, and even then the actual response may still be uncertain
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Basics: from response to saturation

Consider the example case of supermarket refrigeration, though the same could be
done for any TCL (Thermostatically Controlled Loads)...

Figure: Power consumption and representative medium temperature of the refrigeration system
when a reduction of power consumption to 5kW is requested

[Extra credits to Niamh O’Connell et al. (DTU and Danfoss), within iPower and CITIES projects]
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Conditional dynamic elasticity (from EcoGrid EU)

Simplified representation of the response of various group to a unit change of price at
time t = 0 (over the evaluation period)

The different groups are made
anonymous

They respond differently to
changes in prices

Other dimensions are overlooked
here, e.g., impact of outdoor
conditions, recent past, etc.
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EcoGrid EU: The resulting market concept

A few personal thoughts:

Some might say that this is a
“twisted” market, since demand
never offered its flexibility

The concept is packed with
analytics concepts - it could be
very sensitive to the quality of
models employed

Same goes with relience on
communication systems

Now towards markets with explicit offering of and payment for flexibility
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Integrated energy markets: complete coupling

For a mathematical point of view, we can write and solve fully integrated markets for
el-gas, el-heat, el-gas-heat... but...
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Integrated energy markets: loose coupling

What do we mean by loose coupling?

respecting organizational aspects of the energy system, e.g., heat and el
management are separated, the system operator is not taking care of day-ahead
electricity market clearing, etc.

profit of existing levies for impacting dispatch, costs, etc.

A practical example: heat and el interaction through Varmelast
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Towards the future in København...

EnergyLab Norhavn

... And also EcoGrid 2.0!
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Give us more data!

Let us build a (very) large-scale dataset for the whole European system

Coal
Fuel Oil
Hydro
Lignite

Natural Gas
Nuclear
Unknown
Coal

Fuel Oil
Hydro
Lignite

Natural Gas
Nuclear
Unknown

Available for research purpose only! (on zenodo.org) with companion paper in Nature Scientific Data
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The big picture...

The “grand forecasting challenge”: predict renewable power generation, elastic
loads and flexibilities at once for the whole Europe...!

Innovate for a highly-renewable and market-based European energy system, e.g.,

Collaborative approach to analytics (distributed learning, data markets, etc.)
Accommodating all data streams, heterogenous information in operation and decision
processes
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Consumers, prosumers, prosumage, etc.

+

[this is not an advertisement!]

= ??

Multiple future setups and architectures...
e.g., fully decentralized, stationary shared storage at distribution level, etc.
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Peer-to-peer energy trading

[this is (again) not an advertisement!]

Can you foresee which impact
this may have on electricity mar-
kets?

A few key aspects:

sharing economy principle
a number of alternative technology enablers (cloud-based, blockchain)
localization and “colouring” of power exchanges
our basic understanding of pricing will be challenged
... they say they wanted new business models!

Parag Y, Sovacool BK (2016) Electricity market design for the prosumer era. Nature Energy 1, art. no. 16032
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Outlook

There is still so much to be done in this field! E.g.,

understanding the impact of renewables on electricity markets, players, investment,
and overall social welfare

accommodating it through appropriate market design, market participation strategies,
demand response, coupling of electricity with other energy carriers, etc.

simply better understand and predict wind (/solar) power generation...

etc.

We hope you will all make a novel contribution to these topics...

... while also having fun and meeting great people this week in Denmark!
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Thanks for your attention!
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